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WHEN COMPUTER CLOUDS BURST

INTRODUCTION
Whether sat at work typing on their laptop,
on the train texting on their phone, or on
the sofa browsing on their tablet, most endusers don’t give a second thought to where
the data that makes up their emails, text
messages, photo images, or sound files
actually, physically is. And they have no
need to even think about it, until things go
wrong.
Data physically present on your device is
usually also leading an anonymous double
life out there somewhere, floating invisibly
in the ‘cloud’. Most of us are vaguely aware
that the data we create and use every day
must have a presence somewhere else as
we send an email, share a photo, save a file
to a backup folder. But what hasn’t
crystalised in many users’ minds is that the
cloud we all rely on is actually a vast
network of interconnected servers.
Computers stacked in datacentre racking,
lined up row after row, housed in
anonymous units on grey faceless industrial
estates. Quietly humming away in their
boxes, keeping our data safe. Out of sight,
out of mind, until disaster strikes.

The fire was caused by a power supply
overheating and setting nearby batteries
ablaze. It then took hold and burned the
whole centre down. Approximately 2% of all
the country’s websites were affected by the
incident. Not only was the datacentre
gutted, an adjacent datacentre was
damaged beyond repair and two nearby
datacentres were also affected. A number of
organisations lost services including a
cryptocurrency exchange, and even the
French government itself.
What the incident highlighted is the risk of
outsourcing data to the cloud and then
neglecting the need for a contingency plan.
In other words, the perception that a single
deployment to the cloud will ‘take care of
everything’ can leave companies vulnerable
to failure of online services.
Computer Weekly said the event could be
‘transformational’ not just in how
datacentres across the globe approach fire
suppression, but in how enterprise attitudes
to cloud backups and disaster recovery may
need to change².

In March 2021, OVHcloud datacentre SBG2
in Strasbourg France burned to a shell. This
was a five-storey datacentre and the event
caused significant network disruption. At
the time of the fire the company told
clients, some of them as high profile as the
Pompidou Centre, to activate their IT
contingency plans¹.
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DATA STORAGE FACILITIES FACE
NUMEROUS DEADLY THREATS
Just because you are physically located in a
region free from natural disaster risk, it
doesn’t mean your data is.
The threats to data storage facilities are
various and include:
Natural disasters and fire - earthquakes,
cyclones, floods and fire all threaten
locations where data is stored. In addition
to natural disasters, fire is an ever-present
risk that cannot be avoided whatever the
geographical location.
Storage device failure - from power surges,
fluctuations, overheating, shaking during
transport or general wear and tear.
Software failure/file corruption - e.g. from a
programming error or incompatibility of
software with file format.
Theft of equipment - most likely of portable
equipment.
Theft of data - this refers to internal theft or
destruction of important data.
Liquid damage - most commonly due to
spilling drinks on equipment.
Malware - malicious network-delivered
software attacks, be it ransomware, trojans,
phishing or distributed denial of service
attack³.

In 2019, the US Department of Home
Security warned that ex-military and
intelligence staff, as well as commercial
firms, sell their hacking services to arms of
their respective governments to attack
foreign interests⁴. These are powerful
enemies and the problem is only
intensifying.
Security Magazine found that the COVID-19
crisis led to an 8% increase in reported
healthcare-related data breaches during
2020⁵. The ruthlessness of cyber-criminals
to take advantage of human misfortune
knows no limits.
Worldwide, 96% of IT managers report
having experienced a system outage during
the last three years⁶. The cost of these
outages can be enormous. Global losses
from just cybercrime alone are now
approaching $1 trillion a year⁷. 60% of
companies that lose critical data actually
permanently shut down within six months
of the loss occurring⁸.
Software-as-a-service services are
vulnerable to risks such as user error, hacks,
syncing problems and internal sabotage.
Common outcomes of emergency
computing scenarios are data loss, business
interruption, loss of clients and an
expensive recovery process. In addition to
direct financial losses are indirect ones such
as lost business opportunities and damaged
staff morale.
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DATA SECURITY GAP ANALYSIS
International Data Corporation pinpointed
2020 as the year where the amount of data
kept in the cloud by business exceeded the
amount kept on-premises for the first time.
They used the phrase ‘tipping point’ to
highlight the historic importance of this
change⁹.
The worldwide ‘disaster recovery as a
service’ market is expected to grow to up to
$13.5 billion by 2028¹⁰. The market is huge
and the quality and reliability of product to
be found within it is not uniform. It really is
a case of ‘buyer beware’ as getting the
provider wrong could mean the actual end
of your business. Anyone seeking outside
input needs to be educated about the
various options available in order to be able
to choose a specialist wisely.

Understand the fundamentals
Establish where the company is
Establish where the company needs to be
Analyse any gap between where the
company is and where it needs to be
Design a strategy for closing the gap
between current state and secure state
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Cloud backup has rightfully gained a
reputation for offering reliable and
convenient backup options. However, what
is less commonly understood is that a
‘single-layer’ solution is not a total one and
there can be weak points lurking in cloud
backup configurations that may make the
whole configuration insufficiently rigorous.
Faults that might not be noticed for years,
but which when revealed may prove to be
catastrophic.
The intention of this paper is to call into
question the legitimacy of the assumption
that a configuration with a single failurepoint is sufficient and to invite readers to
examine their own arrangements. It will also
outline the precautions that should be
taken and the questions that should be
asked when deciding to source outside
help, whether that be for assessment of
current state, or implementation of
remedial measures. Many business
operators may find that what they have in
place provides adequate cover. Those
readers will be able to be reassured. For the
rest, this paper might just save your data
life.

What is the relationship between
computing forensics and data contingency
planning? This is a bit like asking if a heart
surgeon might have anything useful to say
about cardiac health.
A good analysis relies on good definitions.
Techopedia defines digital forensics as ‘The
process of uncovering and interpreting
electronic data’ with the main goal being to
‘preserve any evidence in its most original
form while performing a structured
investigation by collecting, identifying and
validating the digital information for the
purpose of reconstructing past events’¹¹.
Information gleaned in the course of
forensic investigations can provide powerful
clues to what led to data loss, and can
therefore contribute powerfully to the
assessment of future risks. An accident
investigator may just end up being a
valuable safety advisor.
While consumers may not always pay close
attention to data security, almost every
business will have some kind of backup
system in place. These regimes are
designed to ensure that if something goes
wrong with data in one place, it can be
restored from another. However, the
assumption that having installed a regime
means the problem is covered is not always
correct.
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MOVING FROM CURE TO PREVENTION
Cloud computing has rightfully sold itself as
an added layer of protection, but it has
never been something to rely on 100% as
although the risk that something can go
wrong is small, the possibility exists and any
chain is only as strong as its weakest link.
Network World says ‘Nothing sums up the
reality of cloud computing more than this:
There is no cloud; there is only someone
else’s computer’¹². This is the hard fact.
Sitting in our offices it’s all too easy to
imagine that the ‘cloud’ is a semi-divine
ethereal realm where data resides in
complete security. This is almost true. But
what the Strasbourg incident reminds us of
is how important the difference between
‘usually’ and ‘always’ can be for our system’s
reliability. The cold truth is that the cloud is
in reality nothing other than a collection of
datacentres, and datacentres are physical
objects, and physical objects can burn,
break, or blow away. Hence the need to
engineer-in redundancy.

Risk is by nature unpredictable and its
assessment has to balance likelihood of an
event happening, its severity, and the cost
of protecting against it. Any business can
improve its ability to assess risk, but there
will be times where it may need outside
help. The more a company knows about the
options available, the better it will be able
to choose an appropriate and trustworthy
strategic partner.
An effective contingency plan will include
having a backup location in a physical
location different to the servers requiring
protection. It may be that your cloud
provider has its datacentres distributed and
configured in such a way that the additional
layers are in place, with maybe a premium
to be paid for that option. Alternatively, you
may discover that you are exposed
regardless of package purchased and so will
be looking to enhance your level of
protection by finding an alternative cloud
service provider. In any case, an
understanding of the options available and
the willingness to ask detailed questions
about them will make for better assessment
and decision-making.
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RECOVERY SITE LOCATIONS
Once one backup site is knocked out, a business will want to
replace it with another to restore redundancy. Such additional
sites may be categorised into one of three types:
Cold site - a bare-bones backup facility
with the facilities in place ready to receive
computer equipment, but with minimal
hardware currently installed. This is a lowcost option but would take considerable
time to stock and configure in the event of
an emergency.
Hot site - a facility that acts as a live
‘mirrored’ copy of the main facility. All the
required hardware, software, and
connectivity are in place, allowing continual
real-time backing up. The switch-over time
in the event of a failure is minimal. This
backup facility should be well separated
from the primary site so that any physical
catastrophe affecting the latter, does not
affect the former. This is the expensive
option.
Warm site - a hybrid style. It is fitted out
like a hot site but backups are only taken
periodically, e.g. daily or weekly. This is a
cost-saving option which would be suitable
for operations that are less data critical and
could reasonably tolerate a temporary
downtime.
Which type of site is most appropriate will
be informed by:
Time - the necessary recovery time and
desired recovery point (how close the
restore point must be to the original state
before disruption).

Budget - the amount of money the
company is willing to spend and how
expensive a secondary site would cost to
put in place. Costs will generally be defined
by equipment, staffing, and maintenance
costs. It should be borne in mind that
having to buy equipment in a very short
period of time can prove very expensive.
Business priorities - what functions and
processes are most important, and which
would be likely to be affected in an outage.
A business impact analysis will form part of
this risk assessment.
Location - data sensitivity and criticality,
budget size and likely disaster types. For
near real-time synchronisation, the sites
should be relatively close to one another.
The risk with this is that the same disaster
could disable both sites. Conversely, if sites
are too far separated, real-time syncing will
become challenged, plus a whole different
IT team would be needed to run it, which
would have a big costs impact. Location
requires particularly close analysis as
compromise is inevitable.
The needs and resources of your
organisation will decide what combination
of above factors will be most appropriate¹³.
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IBM outlines three main outcomes that an IT continuity plan
must be able to deliver¹⁴

Disaster recovery - a plan to
redeploy a datacentre to
another location if one goes
down

Continuous operations - both
programmed and
unprogrammed outages are
planned for

High availability - applications
must be able to keep running
during a service outage
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FACTORS AFFECTING
CONTINGENCY PLAN DESIGN
Information specialists Ironmountain
recommend a thoroughgoing,
numerical analysis of a business’s
needs in order to be able to find an
appropriate backup solution¹⁵.

Such an analysis must
take into account
operational
interdependencies and
costs of implementation,
and be carried out by an
appropriate specialist.
Things to take into account in the
designing of a solution might
include: who would be affected by an
outage (and whether that would that
include customers), what hit there
may be to productivity and to
revenue or safety, what the cost of a
solution is compared to what the
cost of not having one might be,
what the likely outage time might be
should an outage occur, and when
choosing a technical partner - how
long the solution-provider has been
in business and how many
employees it has.

The core elements of a business
continuity plan must cover every
aspect of a business’s activity
including operational strategy, HR
functions, operational and IT
processes, applications, data
management, technology and
facilities management. This last
element must be modelled to include
the possible scenario of total primary
site destruction¹⁶.
A precise and apt solution depends
on thorough and comprehensive
evidence gathering. In a separate
paper to the one already quoted, IDC
defined resilience as an ‘ecosystem’
that must take into account
customers and suppliers and the
need to develop, retain, renew, and
optimise the relationships with them
in times of crisis¹⁷.
The key message is to take the time
to examine and survey the status
quo, and to plan for the future. The
more thorough that assessment is,
the more solid the resulting
conclusions will be. What is required
is a forensic mindset and attention to
detail. Better to invest time and care
up front than to suffer downstream.
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POST-INSTALLATION
TESTING
In addition to improving backup provision,
‘penetration testing’ can be used to test
staff’s ability to resist lures with the
intention of exposing weaknesses in the
system. These may take the form of
phishing attempts, interface cloning,
malware, fake phone calls, infected USB
sticks and attempts at physical intrusion¹⁸.
They all depend on human actions and so
are subtle and manipulative in nature, but in
this case, employed to a good end.
Ethical hackers are those employed by
companies to push the limits in finding
weaknesses in their data security systems.
They are paid to act as malicious hackers in
an effort to locate weak areas, which allows
for their subsequent improvement¹⁹.
The employment of these forms of testing
ensures 360-degree protection. There’s no
point in adding protection to one aspect of
your system, while leaving it wide open on
another.
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THE 3-2-1 RULE
A simple rule to remember for backing up,
whether you are talking about photos at
home, or business contracts at work, is the
3-2-1 rule. That is, when you back
something up there should be three copies
of it in total, using at least two different
storage media, one of which is off-site.
Two virtual drives on one server hard drive
do not count as two media. Two media
means two physically different media. One
power surge could damage one drive but
not two drives in adequately separated
locations. Storage locations must also be
separated from the point of view of cyberattack. Two backup locations may be in
different buildings, but may be accessed
from the same account. Account separation
is required to prevent malicious attack.
The issue of separation can be multidimensional and difficult to fully grasp
without expert input. Contracts with cloud
service providers must be probed and
examined, obscurities must be clarified, and
if definitive answers cannot be obtained in
writing, then customers should be looking
to switch providers. Choosing the wrong
partner could potentially lead to complete
commercial failure and so the decision of
who to choose is one worthy of deep
consideration.
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THE FIRE IN FRANCE WITH LESSONS FOR ALL
Network World said of the disaster in Strasbourg ‘OVHcloud customers with data in the
burned-out datacentre who had their own disaster recovery measures in place or who
purchased the off-site backup and disaster-recovery services offered by OVHcloud have
been able to resume operations. Those who did not lost data that will never come back’¹².

Customers who did not pay for OVHcloud’s
backup service (which involved backing up
to another site) and simply kept copies of
their data on other servers in the same
datacentre lost all their data. This is a stark
warning for everyone in industry.
The only truly reliable solution is a hybrid
one. A hybrid system uses a cloud data
repository, but also employs a secondary
repository, be it a physical in-house
datacentre or a second sufficiently
separated cloud repository. This latter
multi-cloud model is an arrangement that
uses the services of more than one
datacentre in order to ‘double up’ in the
case of single-point failure.

If there’s one thing that should have been
established by now, it’s that things are not
always as simple as they may seem from a
simple surface analysis. The correct
response to this realisation is for a business
to educate itself to its needs and
requirements and if necessary, to obtain
expert help. Someone to get the business
from where it is, to where it needs to be. A
partner of sufficient authority and standing
to ensure the customer’s system is
protected. It is only this kind of protection
that can give peace of mind.

A caveat with the use of multiple
datacentres from cloud vendors is to ensure
that they really are located separately. It
should also be noted that cloud vendors
don’t necessarily use their own servers and
so it is possible to choose two vendors who
actually share the same physical datacentre.
Whatever particular combination is
eventually chosen, overlapping layers can
protect companies from the failure of any
one individual element²⁰.
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Don't Crash if You Burn
Cloud computing came as a revelation to home users and to industry but in the
process of adopting it, some have become blinded by the light. As amazing as the
virtual universe now on offer is, gremlins lurk in its shadows and they could make
digital mincemeat of you if you don't pay serious attention to the devil in the detail.
Not all cloud backup arrangements are alike and you need to hold a torch of
knowledge to the services you currently have in place.

Monk Forensic - we know the blind spots to look for.
Safe data management is all about risk assessment and unless you have the
decades of experience that Monk Forensic has, it's a journey you don't want to travel
alone. What can seem sound on the surface may in fact be the digital equivalent of
skating on thin ice. Just because you haven't fallen through yet doesn’t mean you
aren’t vulnerable. Invisible hairline cracks could open up into gaping chasms at any
time. Your company could slide down the data abyss and into commercial oblivion.

Act before the unexpected becomes your company’s cause of death.
Steeped in experience but agile in today’s changing online environment, Monk
Forensic combines its data recovery expertise with up-to-the minute knowledge of
best available techniques and continually updating industry analysis. Examine the
market and you will see how rare this combination is. No other data protection
consultancy service has the history and global reach we do. With a presence on
every continent, we are able to offer our services to businesses worldwide. We are
here to help you protect everything you’ve worked so hard to achieve. We don’t want
to see you crash in the digital wilderness. Your protection is our number one
concern.

Monk Forensic - Your Online Future, Safe in Our Hands

